Does pay for essay work?
----How it all started
My girlfriend has a nephew who is in eighth grade. He once called her. They often call up, as their
parents were friends in childhood, respectively, and they are friends. Well, and he talks about how
lazy it is to write essays, especially according to the norms of the Unified State Examination, since
they immediately prepare to write correctly. And so every time, then literature, then the Russian
language. He is studying for four-fives, so I was surprised that he was too lazy to write essays.
Nevertheless, he asked us to write to him. Well, I jokingly said, let's pay, and we will write. He
agreed. I wrote an article, but of course I didn’t take money from it, but I thought why not try to
implement it via the Internet.

writing an essay
How lazy it is to write essays!
Think for yourself: because nowadays young people don’t want to write all these essays, waste
time, and you can’t write them off from the Internet, because teachers are also not stupid people and
they will immediately understand that the text is from some source.
So I started thinking how to find schoolchild clients through this very Internet. He dwelled on the
fact that you can simply tell the niece to tell him about his compositions, and someone would
respond. Indeed, from his school alone, about five people wrote me VK. I’ll tell you in more detail
how I looked for orders and completed them.
Online orders
The first five clients, as I said, studied with my nephew. Then I began to search the Internet for
similar offers. And to be honest, I was amazed at how many requests to write an essay. The
approximate price varies within three hundred rubles. It is a good composition, by all the norms of
the English
Is it illegal to pay someone to write essays? - No!
I note one more point. I did this not on the announcement site. I went to a certain site where there
was a registration, account, balance and everything was clean (this is me about reviews on the
Internet). The system was something like this: I took the order, wrote an essay, handed it over to the
administration, they checked for the conditions of the order and then already paid money from the
customer’s wallet.

